The Microtonal Guitars of Harry Partch
By John Schneider
I am not an instrument builder, but a philosophic music man,
seduced into carpentry. – Harry Partch
Harry Partch (1901–1974) was surely one of America’s most
colorful and original composers. Though trained as a concert
pianist, his dissatisfaction with the scales and instruments of Western music inspired him to design and build an orchestra of over
two dozen hand-crafted microtonal instruments that were tuned to
what he called his monophonic scale of 43 tones per octave. He also
composed dozens of vibrantly singular musical works of all sizes, and
authored theoretical statements of lasting significance in his book
Genesis of a Music. It was published in two editions, each with its
own long subtitle: Monophony: The Relation of its Music to Historic
and Contemporary Trends … (1949), and An Account of a Creative
Work, Its Roots and Its Fulfillments (1974).
In today’s parlance, Partch is known as an American “maverick”—a loner whose itinerant wanderings as a hobo and whose “railroad bum” existence during the Great Depression are the stuff of
legend. He was also a great innovator, being one of the first concert
composers to use overdubbing as a composition tool. He created
his own “indie” label in the 1950’s, and trained his own ensemble
decades before Steve Reich and Philip Glass followed suit. He is
believed to be the first to use an electric guitar in “serious” music,
and the first to employ a fretless guitar. Between 1934 and 1952
Partch created four different so-called Adapted Guitars, using them
in fifteen compositions ranging from solo song cycles to chamber
music, dances, and four of his five major stage works.1
After reading Herman Helmholtz’s On The Sensations of Tone,2
Partch began his explorations in tuning by modifying existing
musical instruments. His first experiment was for an Adapted
Viola (1930), a patchwork concoction that married a cello neck and
fingerboard to a viola body and was played between the knees like a
viola da gamba. His newly invented monophonic scale was indicated
by a series of brads that were hammered into the fingerboard alongside each string as indicators for finger placement. Even the stringing
was different: he tuned to the pitches G-D-A-E an octave below the
violin. The instrument was used for his first song cycle, 17 Lyrics of
Li Po (1933), in which the composer set to music the evocative texts
of the medieval Chinese poet, as well as in settings of two Psalms (By
The Rivers of Babylon and The Lord is My Shepherd), and in the Potion
Scene from Romeo and Juliet.
In 1934 Partch purchased a used 1927 Martin parlor guitar
(#36860) made of Koa wood, and “ … spent several years (1934–
1942) in the effort to devise effective frets in Just Intonation” (see
sidebar). The initial work was done in London between visits to the
British Museum and the South Kensington Museums, where he was
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Figure 1: Partch with Adapted Guitar I, ca.1941.

researching “histories of intonation and the spoken word in music”
under a Guggenheim grant. In Genesis of a Music (1949) he admits
that “The usual low, wire-type frets were not very satisfactory, and
I eventually fitted high stainless steel frets into slots in a brass plate,
which I screwed onto the neck.”
The hazards of sharp steel frets aside, what strikes the eye in
Figure 1 is how few frets there actually are. For a man who created a
scale with a dizzying 43 notes per octave, it’s quite surprising to see
such a huge fretless gap in the middle of the neck. As it turns out,
it was a practical accommodation: those were exactly the number of
frets needed to perform Partch’s first guitar work, Barstow (1941)—
no more, no fewer. With so many possible notes to choose from,
limiting the choices lessened the chance of error and, when other
pieces demanded other notes, new frets could simply be added.
Another obvious adaptation of the original instrument was its
stringing. There were still six strings, but they were grouped in three
courses, like the Caribbean tres, tuned in octaves. (Example 1)
Only three of the original strings remained, though not in
their original positions: [low] Eb • eb / G • g / B • b   [high]

Example 1: Adapted Guitar I tuning.3

The third string was still the standard G, while the old B or 2nd
string moved to the first string position. The original D-string was
tuned up a half step, moved to the fifth position and then doubled
at the octave. About this instrument Partch offered the following
remark: “Partly because of this pairing of strings the instrument is
played more like a mandolin than a guitar, but its low range of pitch
and the 2/1 (octave) pairs contribute to a result that is unlike either.
If only three strings are used the bass strings are removed.”4
The open strings are justly tuned as well: the third string G
= 196Hz (with its lower 2/1 partner = 98Hz), and the Eb’s are an
exactly pure, beatless major third (5/4) below it, just as the B’s are
a pure 5/4 above. Partch also narrowed the fingerboard by ¼” on
each side to make the neck much more like his first stringed instrument, the mandolin, whose tremolo he often used in his own
music. This became Adapted Guitar I, and was used in two of
Partch’s early Americana song cycles—Barstow and U.S. Highball—a
series of compositions that were first presented in Carnegie Hall
in 1944. By 1941, he had created the first four instruments that
began his extraordinary life as a composer, performer and instrument builder (Figure 2).

Creating new musical instruments was one thing, but composing and notating music for them was quite another. It became
immensely challenging, as there were so many more notes to
describe. Partch could no longer use what he referred to as the “Alice
in Wonderland mumbo-jumbo” of standard alphabetical Western
notation. For just intonation, he believed:
“The only, clear, logical, rational terms are numbers—the relationships of numbers. That is, frequency ratios or the ratios of parts of
sounding bodies … The word “octave,” for example, is a palpable
imprecision … used to describe a physical distance on the modern
keyboard … the aural quantity (is described by) the correct term, the
ratio of two to one [2/1]. The terms septimal whole tone, septimal
minor third, septimal tritone sound delightfully erudite—but in fact,
the terms 8/7, 7/6 and 7/5 are far more meaningful.”5

The resulting 43-tone scale is pictured in Figure 3, below.
His guitar notation almost looks like a page of algebra, though
each ratio represents an actual pitch. Here is the opening ritornello of his famous Barstow: Eight Hitchhikers’ Inscriptions (1941) for
Adapted Guitar and Baritone (Example 2).

Example 2: Barstow ritornello.

Figure 2: Kithara (1938), Adapted Viola (1930), Adapted Guitar (1934), and
The Ptolemy (1940).

Figure 3: Partch’s “monophonic” scale.6
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The Microtonal Guitars of Harry Partch (cont.)
A quick glance at the scale above reveals that the opening triplet
chord is really a G-minor chord, the 3/2 = “D”, O = open G-strings,
and the 6/5 = Bb on the highest course, etc., with the last three
chords representing all strings played open (Example 3).

Barstow, for example, is a touching song cycle consisting of
actual highway graffiti set to music. Here is the composer’s own
description:
It’s January 26. I’m freezing.
Ed Fitzgerald. Age 19. Five feet, ten inches.
Black hair, brown eyes.
Going home to Boston, Massachusetts.
It’s 4:00, and I’m hungry and broke.
I wish I was dead.
But today I am a man.
The scribbling is in pencil. It is on one of the white highway
railings just outside the Mojave Desert junction of Barstow,
California. I am walking along the highway and sit down on
the railing to rest.
Idly I notice the scratches where I happen to drop. I have

Example 3: Transcription of Barstow ritornello.7

The representation of the pitches may be exact, but the problem with ratio notation is that there are no visual cues as to which
notes are higher or lower, though after some practice, one does begin
to translate the ratios into pitches spontaneously. The voice part,
however, is written in standard staff notation, fine tuned with ratios
(Example 4).

Example 4: “#1 - Today I am a Man,” Barstow (1941).

Why go to all the trouble of creating an arcane notation, a
difficult instrument, and an incredibly steep learning curve? Partch
was fond of saying, “Music systems are made valid and workable
by significant music: music systems that are not made valid by
significant music are so many scraps of paper in a whirlwind.” His
extraordinary efforts were all in the service of the music, always. The
results are equally extraordinary.
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seen many hitchhikers’ writings. They are usually just names
		

and addresses—there are literally millions of them, or little

		

meaningless obscenities, on highway signs, railings, walls.

		

But this—why, it’s music. It’s both weak and strong, like

		

unedited human expressions always are. It’s eloquent in what
it fails to express in words. And it’s epic. Definitely, it is

		
music …8

In the seven vignettes that follow, we meet Marie Blackwell, the
19-year old female in search of a husband (#3–“Considered Pretty”),
the swaggering braggart George who is “Looking for millionaire wife
…” (#7–“You Lucky Women”), and we find out where to get an
easy handout, etc. In each, the text is first spoken to an arrhythmic
chordal accompaniment and then set melodically in an easy, tonal
style reminiscent of the folk songs of the era.
As in so many of his compositions, Partch reworked and reorchestrated Barstow often throughout his life, such that there were
finally five different versions, the last of which dispenses with the
guitar altogether:
Barstow: Eight Hitchhiker Inscriptions
1941 – Adapted Guitar and Baritone
1942 – Two voices, Chromolodean (sic) and guitar
1943 – Adapted Guitar, Voice, Chromelodeon and Kithara
1954 – Voice Surrogate Kithara, Adapted Guitar III,
		
Chromelodeon, and Diamond Marimba
1968 – Chorus Voice, Rhythmic Speaking and/or Singing 		
Voice, Surrogate Kithara, Chromelodeon I, Diamond
Marimba, and Bamboo Marimba

Partch next set three very diverse texts (Shakespeare, medieval
Japanese, and modern Irish) in the diminutive seven-minute triptych, December 1942, for voice and Adapted Guitar:
“Come Away, Death,” the Clown’s Song from Shakespeare’s
Twelfth Night, II: iv.
“The Heron,” Thirteenth-century Japanese poet Tsuryuki,
trans. A. Waley.
“The Rose,” Ella Young (1867–1956).
The most substantial work from this Americana period is
Partch’s musical chronicle of his 1941 cross-country trip from San
Francisco to Chicago, U.S. Highball. The composer had already
documented much of his Depression-era wandering in the memoir
Bitter Music (1940), which had included brief musical settings of
overheard conversations and interactions with the many characters
that he met on the road. This time practically everything is set to
music—with most of the vocals “intoned,” as in his first works for
voice and viola. The first version of this 26-minute epic was written
for Adapted Guitar and Voice, though it also grew in scope as the
composer slowly orchestrated it, adding more instruments to his
“orchestra.”
U.S. Highball
1943 – Adapted Guitar and Baritone
1943 – Adapted Guitar, Voices, Chromelodeon, and Kithara
1955 – Subjective Voice (baritone) – in a singing manner,
Objective Voice (bass) in a spoken manner, Kithara II,
Surrogate Kithara, Castor and Pollux, Chromelodeon,
Diamond Marimba, Bass Marimba, and Spoils of
War—Filmed by Madeline Tourtelot (1958)
It is an extraordinary work by any standard. The composer
called it “… the most creative piece of music I ever wrote, and in
the sense that it is less influenced by the forms and attitudes that
I had grown up with … there can be no doubt of it.” It includes
“fragments of conversations, remarks, writings on the sides of boxcars, signs in havens for derelicts, hitchhikers’ inscriptions, names of
stations, thoughts …” that were collected during Partch’s journey.

It is in three parts: “first, a long and jerky passage by drags to Little
America, Wyoming; second, a slow dishwashing movement at Little
America; third, a rhythmic allegro by a highway to Chicago.” Much
of the last nine minutes is a virtuosic percussion cadenza played on
the top of the guitar, while the voice engages in dazzling transformations of the word “Chicago,” accompanied by the pulsing chords
of the chromelodeon. The entire confabulation is meant to mimic
the constantly changing rhythms produced by traversing different
sections of uneven pavement (Example 5, below), immediately
recognizable by anyone who has ever ridden the older sections of
American highway that are now bypassed by modern freeways.
Though he had performed the guitar/voice version of Highball for many East Coast musical luminaries (Virgil Thomson,
Howard Hanson, Nicholas Slonimsky, Douglas Moore,
Henry Cowell, Quincy Porter, et al.), he was concerned as to
whether it would “come off the page” in its new ensemble version. In January 1944, he recorded the entire work himself by
overdubbing all four parts (now lost)10—another first for “classical
music” and a method he was to use often for the next two decades.
It was with the quartet versions of Barstow and U.S. Highball
(plus the non-guitar San Francisco and Yankee Doodle Fantasy) that
Partch made his Carnegie Hall debut in April 1944 (Figure 4, next
page), in a concert sponsored by The League of Composers entitled: “A Program of Compositions On Americana Texts.” He was
assisted by, among others, the soprano Ethel Luening (wife of composer Otto Luening) and the composer Henry Brant. It met with
mixed reactions, including quite a few published reviews by none
other than Paul Bowles (Herald Tribune) and Lou Harrison (Modern
Music), to be followed by a feature in New Yorker magazine. Harrison
objected, “U.S. Highball I found several miles too long … ,” while
Bowles complained that Partch, “… not only lacked sufficient voice
to make himself heard above the accompanying strains, but was also
busy playing the guitar, which he constantly bent his head to watch.”
While composing U.S. Highball, Partch also wrote Letter from
Hobo Pablo (1943), a delightful three-minute setting of the 1935
correspondence found in Bitter Music, in which his old friend has
been cornered into a shotgun wedding upon returning home. It also

Example 5: Excerpt from U.S. Highball (1943).
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The Microtonal Guitars of Harry Partch (cont.)
Partch had never been wholly satisfied with his fretting
system on his earlier Adapted Guitar, so in 1945 he modified
“… an electric guitar of the usual shape and size except for the
narrowed neck.” Its particularly unusual feature is the perfectly
smooth, fretless fingerboard on which stops for the Monophonic
ratios are marked with pinheads, polished down to the fingerboard
level. To assist the player in quickly identifying the various ratios
the pattern is punctuated by large white pinheads, also polished flat,
representing 4/3 and 3/2 in each 2/1, and by even larger brass rivets,
representing 1/1… Electronic amplification makes up for the lack of
resonance in the finger-stopped strings. The bridge is staggered, to
avoid the difficulty of stopping the 5/4 interval—that of the instrument’s tuning… those stops which represent true 5/4’s are connected
by lines—incision, filled with colored plastic… The guitar has two
microphones, one immediately under the strings next to the bridge,
and the other under a thin piece of walnut to the right, as seen in
the photograph. This second microphone—used to amplify tapping
effects made with the right-hand fingernails—is a magnet type, and
has a thin piece of tin fitted between the magnet and the wood, to
distribute the area of pickup.”13
Figure 4: Carnegie Hall, 1944: Ethel Luening, Harry Partch, and
Alex Maruchess.11

survives in several versions, best known by the title:
The Letter
1943 – Adapted Guitar, Voice, and Kithara (as Letter from
Hobo Pablo)
1950 – Voice, Adapted Guitar I, Kithara, Diamond Marimba,
		
and Bass Marimba
1955 – Voice, Kithara II, Pollux, Surrogate Kithara, Diamond
		
and Bass Marimbas
1972 – Voice, New Kithara I, Blue Rainbow, Surrogate Kithara,
Bass Marimba, Diamond Marimba, and Adapted
		
Guitar I
The year 1945 found Partch at the University of Wisconsin,
Madison, where he lectured, created several new instruments,
trained an ensemble, performed and recorded music, and prepared
Genesis of a Music (1949) for the University of Wisconsin Press. He
also made improvements on his existing instruments, and in the
process created two new guitars.
As the softer plucked sounds of Partch’s guitar and Kithara were
rather easily masked by the sustained, rich voice of the Chromelodeon, he went about amplifying them. To boost the resonance of the
bottom octaves of the Kithara, “… its tone is electrically amplified
by means of a phonograph needle pressed into the back redwood
panel, and fastened, as usual, in a phonograph crystal pick-up. The
tone is then amplified through a 15-inch Jensen speaker.”12 For the
guitar, a completely new instrument was adapted.
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This was the instrument (Figure 5) with which Partch recorded
the quartet version of U.S. Highball in 1946 with Warren Gilson for
GME recordings (now on the Innova CD, Enclosure 2), surely the
first recorded example ever of an amplified, fretless guitar.

Figure 5 (left): Fretless version of
Adapted Guitar I (1945).
[photo: Genesis of a Music (1949)]

It was also in Madison that Partch made an instrument that
dispensed with the left-hand fingering altogether.
The Adapted Guitar II (Figure 6), “… is a Hawaiian type
guitar, that is, with a high nut, which allows a “steel” or a heavy brass
rod to be pressed down on the strings to make the stops. Four strings
are added, making ten in all, and are tuned beginning with a low 4/3
… the same tone as the lowest cello string. In the rest of the tuning
there is a choice of Otonality (major) or Utonality (minor). [Ed. See
Table 1.] The change can be made in about five seconds. Tuning of
the two highest strings is varied …”14

The original instrument was a 6-string Oahu square-neck
Hawaiian slide guitar, that Partch transformed into a 10-string by
relocating the standard 3 + 3 guitar tuners and adding a row of
four mandolin tuners to the top of the custom headstock, which he
attached atop the original. Since the initial string spacing was
kept intact, the four new strings were pushed to either side of the
fingerboard. And what a fingerboard: a white ruler inscribed with
the ratios of just intonation indicates the pitches produced by the
16/9 [F] strings, while the multicolored triangles painted directly on
the fingerboard indicate the quality of particular intervals achieved
when the slide reaches the base of any particular triangle (Figure 6).
The two tunings are shown in Table 1.
Otonality (major)
C-2¢ F-4 C-2

F-4

Utonality (minor)
C-2¢ F-4 C-2 F-4

A-18

C-2

Ab+12 C-2

Eb+14

D+29

F-4

F-4

F#-12

G

F#-12 F#-+47

Table 1: Adapted Guitar II tunings.15
Figure 7 shows how Partch effectively turned staff notation into
tablature. The notation is a kind of tablature in which each string is
represented by a “note” on the clefless staff:

Figure 7: Tablature for Partch’s Adapted Guitar II (1945).16

Figure 6: Adapted Guitar II (1945). [photo: Genesis of a Music, 2nd edition]

Example 6 (next page) reproduces the opening from one of
the Three Intrusions. The ratios above the guitar notes tell the player
where to place the slide, while the ratios in parentheses reveal the
actual pitches. In fact, the entire score is a kind tablature, since the
Diamond Marimbist is only told which key to hit, while the voice
notation indicates which key on the retuned reed organ (Chromelodeon) corresponds to the vocal part. But none of the parts reveal
which note is actually heard. Such departures from conventional
music notation and practice kept Partch’s music far from the mainstream throughout his entire life. His oeuvre has resisted analysis and
reproduction until quite recently.
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The Microtonal Guitars of Harry Partch (cont.)

		Example 6: Excerpt from Three Intrusions (1949) for Diamond Marimba, Adapted Guitar II, and Voice.

Though Partch suggests that a heavy brass rod be used as a
“steel” slide on his Adapted Guitar II, by 1951 he began using a
plastic rod attached to a lead weight to stop the strings (Figure 8):

Figure 8: Adapted Guitar II with slide, ca. 1952. [photo: Fred Lyon]

This instrument first appeared in the set of miniatures called
Intrusions, composed in1949/50, and is featured in Partch’s first
large ensemble work, the light-hearted and harmonically adventurous Sonata Dementia (1950), which later became “Ring Around
The Moon” in the hour-long dance triptych, Plectra and Percussion
Dances (1952).
In 1950, Partch created his fourth guitar by re-adapting his first.
The new (in 1945), fretless six-string instrument shared the same
tuning as the initial Adapted Guitar: “Having transferred my
allegiance and the identical tuning to this second guitar, I called it
Guitar I. However, in 1950, I removed the high frets from the original guitar and played it with a plastic rod (like a steel in a steel
guitar) weighted with lead so that less pressure was required. The six
strings of the 1950 reconception have always been tuned to unisons
or 2/1’s [octaves], in pairs: 1/1—98[Hz] and 1/1—196[Hz] … It
is generally played with a pick. In order to distinguish it from the
second Guitar I (1945), it was first labeled Guitar III (Figure 9).
Now, however, it is again Guitar I, since I abandoned the second
Guitar I in 1956, believing that the Harmonic Canons were both
more musical and more versatile. This is true, but still they do not
take the place of that Guitar.”17
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Figure 9 (left):
Adapted Guitar III
(1945).
[photo: Genesis of a
Music, 2nd edition]

The new, overlaid fingerboard (Figure 10) is painted in color-coded
stripes, while the old “mumbo jumbo” musical alphabet letters (G, Ab, A,
etc.) are fine-tuned with handwritten ratios in black ink:

Figure 10: Adapted Guitar III: fingerboard. [photo: author]

Guitar III was first used in the final four Eleven Intrusions
(1950) entitled “Lover,” “Soldiers-War-Another War,” “Vanity,” and
“Cloud Chamber Music.” “Vanity” (Example 7, below) is scored
for all three of the guitars, the text recalling a Narcissus-like creature
gazing at its reflection in water. What better way to depict the small,
undulating waves that shatter the image than with Guitars II and III
simultaneously “glissing” at different speeds?
Even the “new Guitar I” didn’t escape further modification: before it was lost in 1956 (the composer had given it to some friends
in Northern California to hold for him), it gained a sound hole, as
seen in this wonderful photo of Partch’s workshop at Mills College
in 1952 (Figure 11), where all three guitars are hanging on the wall,
ready at a moment’s notice:

Figure 11: Partch at Mills College, ca. 1952.18

Beginning with King Oedipus (1951), Partch did not hesitate to use standard musical instruments when needed, playing
either just intonation or even standard equal temperament. Both
versions of Oedipus used cello, clarinet, and double bass playing just
intervals. His later opera, Revelation in the Courthouse Park (1960), is

Example 7: Excerpt from “Vanity,” Eleven Intrusions (1950).

an American gloss of the Bacchae of Euripides, wherein King Dionysus becomes Dion, the Hollywood king of Ishbu Kubu. Truly American scenes include a full brass band, four drum majorettes, eight
clog dancers, four tumblers, and two Spanish guitars. In the score
the composer warns, “Third strings are tuned to 1/1-198 G. Tune
other strings to this, after the usual procedure, and hope for the best.
Guitars of the ordinary variety are constitutionally out of tune. This
is an American Revel, and if the guitars were in tune they wouldn’t
be recognized as American, probably not even as guitars.”19
Present and Future Partch
It was long believed that once Partch died, so would his music.
After all, what better way to absolutely guarantee a music’s transience
than to compose for a single set of eccentrically unique hand-built
instruments with an opaque notation that is particular to each instrument, takes ages to learn, and is played with techniques that have
little or no precedence? And yet somehow, against all odds, quite the
opposite has happened: Partch’s reputation has actually grown since
his passing in 1974, achieving a status that can only be characterized
as legendary. His work is consistently listed as inspiration for ensuing
generations of musicians of all styles, from rock, to punk, to classical.
The recordings that he so carefully produced and distributed in his
own lifetime are now almost completely available once again, thanks
to the Internet’s ability to handle media (music, videos).
But what of performances….live performances? Nothing replaces being in the room with these wonderful instruments. The
music is meant to be experienced, and not just by the ears: “In the
right room acoustically, the Marimba Eroica is felt through the feet,
against the belly, and, if one sits on the floor, it ripples through his
bottom.”20
Thankfully, the original instruments are alive and well, and still
in use. After Partch’s passing his longtime assistant, Danlee Mitchell,
kept the repertoire in performance both here and abroad until he
handed the curatorship to Dean Drummond of Newband, in 1989.
The instruments were then moved from California to the East Coast.
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The Microtonal Guitars of Harry Partch (cont.)
As Director of the Harry Partch Institute at Montclair State
University (New Jersey), Drummond trained a new generation of
performers and continued to perform, tour, and record Partch’s
music as well as his own. After Drummond’s untimely passing in
2013, the instruments moved again, this time to the University
of Washington (Seattle), where once again they are being used to
prepare a new generation of eager Partchians under the stewardship
of Montclair alumnus Charles Corey.21 But the initial quandary
persists: there has long been only one set of fragile, rapidly aging
original instruments—until now.
Enthusiasm for Partch’s music has spontaneously generated
several copies of his instruments, beginning with his delightfully
idiosyncratic guitars. With the help of luthier Greg Brandt, this
writer was able to recreate Adapted Guitar I for the 1992 revival
and recording of the original 1941 version of Barstow.22 The initial
fretting was for Barstow, though more frets were added soon after
(Figure 12) for other repertoire:

French guitarist Didier Aschour created his version of the
instrument for the 1997 recording of “Come Away Death,” from
December 1942 (Figure 13, below left). Note his standard stringing.
A few years later, Greg Brandt and the author created a new
Adapted Guitar II (Figure 14, below left).
With the addition of a new Diamond Marimba (2001) and
the generous loan of Partch’s original 1938 Kithara from the Harry
Partch Foundation [thanks to Danlee Mitchell], it was possible to
perform and record anew Partch’s Three Intrusions (1949). The three
instruments and their performers are pictured in Figure 15.

Figure 12: Newly added frets for Adapted Guitar I (1992).

Figure 15: Just Strings, publicity photo (2002). [photo: Robert Hale]

Brad Blackburn’s doctoral dissertation,
“Tonal Modulation with Just Intonation;
Corporeality and Musical Gesture—in the
Music of Harry Partch” (D.M.A. Thesis,
University of Illinois, 2006), was much more
than historical research. He recreated several
of Partch’s instruments, including the Diamond Marimba and the Adapted Guitar II
(Figure 16) in order to perform Three Intrusions (1949).

Figure 13 (above left): Didier Aschour’s Adapted Guitar I (1997).
[photo: M. Aschour]
Figure 14 (above right): Author’s Adapted Guitar II (2000).
[photo: Robert Hale]
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Figure 16 (left): Brad Blackburn’s Adapted Guitar II
(2006). [photo: B. Blackburn]

Paul West, one of the first graduates of Montclair’s Partch
Institute, created two versions of Guitar I, both fretted and unfretted
(Figures 17 & 18, below left and center).
More recently, the author converted a Weissenborn-style
Hawaiian guitar (Figure 19, below right) into an Adapted Guitar
III.

With the exception of the first versions of Barstow, U.S. Highball, and December 1942, many of the other two dozen instruments
that the composer created are required in order to perform his other
guitar repertoire. It takes all four styles of guitar to play some works,
as evidenced by a recent performance of Eleven Intrusions (1950) by
the ensemble Partch.23 Since 2001, this group of Partchians has been
building copies of the instruments in the approximate chronological
order that they were invented (Figure 20), recapitulating Partch’s
output on stage and in the recording studio.

Figure 20: Adapted Guitars, Cloud Chamber Bowls, Harmonic Canons, and Bass
Marimba (REDCAT Theatre, Los Angeles, 2009). [photo: author]

Figure 17 (left): Paul West’s fretted Adapted Guitar I (2006). [photo: author]
Figure 18 (center): Paul West’s fretless Adapted Guitar I (2006). [photo: author]
Figure 19 (right): The author’s Adapted Guitar III (2006). [photo: author]

In 2011, the German new music ensemble, musikFabrik,
secured enough funding to replicate the entire Partch “instrumentarium” using a consortium of European and American artisans. The
culmination of their efforts was the 2013 European premiere of the
composer’s masterwork, Delusion of the Fury (1966), followed by an
extensive European tour that included performances at the Holland
Festival and the Edinburgh Festival, with travels across the Atlantic
in 2015 for New York’s Lincoln Center Festival. It was the author’s
pleasure to create their two Adapted Guitars (Figure 21).

Figure 21: musikFabrik’s Adapted Guitars II and III. [photo: author]
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But what of the music? Some scores of the larger repertoire are
available from Schott, while the smaller works have yet to find a
publisher. Aside from smaller deposits in various libraries around
the country,25 all of Partch’s music can be found at the Harry Partch
Archive, begun in 1978 by Thomas McGeary and the composer’s
longtime friend and colleague Ben Johnston. It now resides at the
University of Illinois under the title “The Music and Performing
Arts Library Harry Partch Collection.” The holdings include scores,
books, records, tapes, interviews, letters, and more—a veritable gold
mine of material for those interested in exploring the composer’s
robust legacy.
But Partch’s amazing output is not the end of the story, as
there is also new repertoire being written, either for the instruments themselves or in combination with standard instruments. For
several decades, works by Dean Drummond, Anne LeBaron,
Victoria Bond, this writer, and many others have expanded the horizons of the Partch instruments, and it’s not just “classical” concert
music either. Hal Willner’s 1992 Sony Release, Mingus Variations,
featured the Partch instruments. There is a Japanese “girl group”
that uses a Partch retuned reed organ—the Chromelodeon, while
the rock star Beck just released a Partch tribute, and Paul Simon
has used the instruments on one of his latest albums.26 In short, the
music and instruments of Harry Partch are alive and well worldwide.
Strangely, a man who was destined to become nothing more than a
footnote in traditional music history seems to have inspired a living,
breathing tradition, in spite of himself.
As Harry Partch once famously uttered, “The widely revered
master-disciple concept represents, on both sides, too easy an
escape into the limbo of no responsibility. I have said that if anyone
calls himself a pupil of mine, I will happily strangle him. But this is
simply the expression of an attitude, and amazingly—in its deeper
meaning—it is an expression of hope.”27
Whether found in solo song cycles, chamber music, or the large
dance or dramatic works, Partch’s guitars are an essential component of this extraordinary American repertoire—the product of a
visionary American “maverick” who was, indeed, ahead of his time.
The available second edition of his book, Genesis of a Music, is
required reading at many colleges, while concerts of his music are
now met with sold-out crowds both here and abroad. In the past
three years, the Grammy Awards have recognized Partch’s music
with two nominations and a trophy,28 and there are new books and
articles appearing every year. Reclaiming the age-old cry that for
centuries accompanied the passing of a monarch, a new generation
in the twenty-first century has clearly proclaimed, “Partch is dead—
long live Partch!”
Repertoire with Guitar – Scores
1941 – Barstow
1942 – December 1942
1943 – U.S. Highball, Letter from Hobo Pablo, Barstow (new version)
1949 – Three Intrusions: “The Rose,” “The Crane,” “The Waterfall”
1950 – Sonata Dementia, Intrusions: “The Letter,” “Lover,” “SoldiersWar-Another
War,”“Vanity,” “Cloud Chamber Music”
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1951 – King Oedipus
1952 – Oedipus: A Dance-Drama (new version), Plectra and Percussion Dances:
“Ring Around The Moon,”“Even Wild Horses”
1954 – Barstow (new version)
1955 – The Bewitched
1960 – Revelation in the Courthouse Park
1961 – Rotate The Body in All Its Planes
1964 – And on the Seventh Day Petals Fell in Petaluma
1966 – Delusion of the Fury
1972 – The Dreamer That Remains

Audio Recordings
The Harry Partch Collection Vol. 1: Eleven Intrusions, Plectra and Percussion Dances.
New World Records 80621–2.
The Harry Partch Collection Vol. 3:. The Dreamer That Remains. New World Records
80621–2.
The Harry Partch Collection Vol. 4: The Bewitched. New World Records 80624–2
Enclosure 2: Barstow (‘43), U.S. Highball. Innova 401.
Enclosure 5: Come Away Death, Revelation in the Courthouse Park, King Oedipus,
The Bewitched. Innova 401.
Enclosure 6: Delusion of the Fury. Innova 406.
Just West Coast: Barstow (‘41). Bridge 9041.
Just Guitars: December 1942, Letter from Hobo Pablo, Three Intrusions. Bridge 9132.
Bitter Music: Letter from Hobo Pablo. Bridge 9349 A/C.
Plectra & Percussion Dances: Ring Around the Moon, Even Wild Horses. Bridge 9432.

Video Recordings
Enclosure 7: The Dreamer That Remains, Delusion of the Fury, The Instruments of
Harry Partch, Revelation (excerpts). Innova 407.
Enclosure 8: Rotate the Body in All Its Planes. Innova 399.

Just Intonation—The Basics.
A basic understanding of principles of pure tuning, i.e. Just Intonation, is
crucial to understanding why Partch would go to all the trouble to re-fret or de-fret
his various instruments. Simply put, just frets match the notes of a scale generated by
the harmonics or overtones of a scale’s “fundamental” or tonic note. Touching a string
lightly at its center while plucking it near the bridge allows the string to vibrate in
equal halves, producing a harmonic that is a pure “octave” above the pitch of the open
string, while touching lightly over the 7th and/or 19th fret (dividing the string into
three equal parts) produces a note that is an octave and a “perfect” fifth above the open
note. Further, touching harmonically above the 5th fret produces a double octave (the
string vibrating in four equal parts), while touching slightly behind the 4th fret creates
a double octave + major third as the string vibrates in five equal parts. This process
can be continued ad infinitum, or at least until the fingertip becomes wider than the
string division, which happens somewhere behind the first fret as the string divides
into 24ths, creating a harmonic which is five octaves and a fifth above the open string.
A comparison of the fretted notes with their similarly named harmonics quickly
reveals that all but the octaves do not match, because they are actually different notes.
Partch found these pure intervals created by the harmonics to be far more interesting
than the tempered ones produced by the standard frets spaced according to equal
temperament.
Partch used the first eleven harmonics to create the melodies and
harmonies found in his musical universe. His basic harmonic unit was not
the triad (root/third/fifth) of Western music but instead, the hexad based
on harmonic numbers 4, 5, 6, 7, 9 and11, which created a justly tuned
“dominant” seventh chord of root/3rd/5th/7th/9th/11th. Each of these notes could
then generate their own 4/5/6/7/9/11 series ad infinitum. Why did Partch stop at the
mythic number 43? It was completely arbitrary. He later called this prime number
only a “quarter part of a half truth.” Since that time, composers such as Lou Harrison,
Ben Johnston, James Tenney, Terry Riley, LaMonte Young, Larry Polansky and others
too numerous to mention have gone on to use the 13th, 17th, 19th harmonic and
far beyond, with both acoustic and electronic instruments, including guitar. Further
details are at justintonation.net and elsewhere.
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